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Introduction

As if independent retailers hadn’t weathered enough over the past decade, COVID-19 brought a 
whole new meaning to “retail apocalypse.” Brick and mortar retailers were forced to close their 
doors, some unsure if they’d open them again. While only a select few can feel fully confident in their 
immunity from any future wave of store closures, many retail experts agree that this isn’t a death 
sentence, and perhaps the pressure to outlast could be what revives and strengthens the industry. 

One thing the pandemic proved is the need for retailers to diversify their channels, and more 
channels only deepens the need for healthy inventory management. Today’s customer demands 
a unified commerce experience, and to offer such, point of sale, inventory management, CRM 
and e-commerce platforms must all integrate seamlessly. Not only does the integration provide a 
frictionless experience for customers, but also gives retailers a holistic view of the entire business 
and the ability to use their physical stores as e-commerce fulfillment hubs.

While the timeline and future of retail remain murky, we know one thing rings true: This, too, shall 
pass. And retailers need to be more agile, creative and data-focused than ever as they navigate 
what’s next.

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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THE RIGHT SOFTWARE

The good news is retailers no longer 
have to look far for affordable 
technology that allows them to improve 
efficiency, productivity and agility. 
Today’s point of sale software generates 
data that was unthinkable even five 
or ten years ago. Now, retailers can 
understand customer preferences at a 
granular level—what, where, why  
and when they buy.

By using POS software as the engine 
and harnessing data to provide 
valuable insight, retailers can begin to 
make decisions that are based on fact, 
becoming more strategic and confident 
in the process. Real-time data and 
omnichannel functionality, though, are 
key. Without a holistic view of sales 
and stock across all channels in real 
time, you run the risk of overselling, 
overstocking and overpromising. 
Likewise, this level of visibility allows 
retailers to respond quickly to changing 
marketing conditions, consumer 
preferences and any inventory issues 
that arise.

This report is designed to share 
not only why inventory data is the 
cornerstone for retail success, but also 
to provide a practical framework for 
retailers to harness it and become more 
agile in their approach. The first step is 
making the shift from a traditional to a 
modern mindset.
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43% of small businesses do not 
track their inventory or use a 
manual process. —Wasp Barcode

Shifting Gears, Moving Faster

Historically, the inventory cycle was dictated by manufacturers. They set the rules based on their 
production cycle which was geared towards seasonality, causing a “trickle down” effect as retailers 
adjusted to the trends. But today, communication is instantaneous and demand is continuous. 
Consumers see runway trends but are no longer willing to wait six months before merchandise 
hits their local boutique. They have access to a huge variety of products across many verticals and 
can shop wherever, whenever they want—in store, online or even directly through social media.

Inevitably, the inventory cycle has accelerated rapidly. Today, inventory is dictated by customer 
demand, and retailers that use their POS inventory data to keep stores fresh are seeing success—
especially those with the shortest lead time. Fast fashion retailers like H&M and Zara transformed 
retail by bringing new collections into their stores every two to four weeks, a clear departure 
from the rhythm of the runway season. Coupled with the advent of Amazon, immediacy has now 
become the new normal across all retail categories. Even in brick & mortar stores, people want 
fresh product at the right price as soon as the trend breaks.

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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Traditional Mindset
Reactive

•   Inventory planning based on “beating 
last year,” without taking disruptors 
like weather, staffing and current 
events into consideration.

•   Space-driven planning
•   Separate inventory plans for each 

channel
•   Set-it-and-forget-it seasonal 

assortment planning
•   Annual inventory audits
•   Vendor dictates buying terms

•   Inventory planning based on current 
customer demand

•   Sales-driven planning with microplans 
by merchandise class, location, season 
and brand

•   Holistic inventory plan that 
incorporates all channels

•   Assortment planning based on  
current trends

•   Regular full and partial  
inventory counts

•   Retailer dictates buying terms and 
backs up with sales data

Modern Mindset
Proactive

Top Traits for Inventory Success via Management One

In a very short time, retailers have been pushed to shift their mindset in order to meet this new 
breed of customer. What does that take? It starts with retailers defining exactly what they are in 
business for, employing a data-collection platform, having a willingness to understand the data 
and developing the right KPIs for strategic decision making.

•   Use POS data to drive all inventory decisions 
•   Shorten lead times for new product
•   Understand customer preferences  

at a granular level 
•   Search constantly for fresh, new product

•   Be agile and willing to react to trends quickly 
•   Make data accuracy and detail a priority
•   Share inventory data and analytics  

with the whole team

https://www.heartlandretail.us
https://www.heartlandretail.us/integrations/management-one-retail-pos
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Inventory Benchmarks: 
A Balance & Flow

You can have the best marketing in the 
industry, but if you don’t have the right 
product on hand at the right time, you’ll fail. 
Marc Wiess, CEO of global inventory planning 
agency Management One, knows that 
understanding your customers’ needs and 
wants requires both strong relationships and 
strong data. He advises starting with the right 
“balance & flow,” which is defined as:

•   Having the right amount of inventory
•   In the right class
•   At the right time

Scott Smith, another member of  
Management One’s core team, shares that 
many retailers are inclined to rely too much 
on emotion when making inventory decisions. 
“Customers,” he says, “are really the ones 
who should drive inventory decisions.” 

Ultimately, the goal is to understand these 
KPIs to determine how your inventory 
compares to your business expenses, a crucial ratio for measuring profitability.  
Setting up the right benchmarks keeps a retail business honest, with the end goals being:

•   Inventory transparency & visibility across an item’s entire lifecycle
•   Proactive purchasing based on margin and demand
•   Ability to provide an omnichannel experience
•   Using data to spot trends, keep bestsellers in stock and pivot if needed
•   Sharper forecasting using historical data, customer feedback and trends
•   Maximized profits, minimal discounting
•   Optimized cash flow management

Heartland Retail Customer Dashboard

4 Critical Questions 
Retailers Must Ask

     What are my business’s Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs)?

     Are they metrics that  
will guide the decisions  
critical for success?

     Can my POS provide  
the data I need?

     Am I ready to live and  
die by these metrics so  
my business can thrive? 

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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GMROI

Gross Margin Return on Investment (GMROI) demonstrates whether a retailer is able to make 
a profit on their inventory over a 12-month rolling cycle, or in other words, what you made 
for every dollar you spent on inventory and your ability to turn it into cash profit. It measures 
inventory turnover as well as gross margin dollars; inspecting both is key to understanding 
inventory performance.

When this calculation is complete, the retailer has a clear, truthful picture of the health of their 
business through a simple digit. 

GMROI =
Gross Margin

Average Inventory Cost

Gross Margin = Total Sales - Cost of Goods Sold

Average Inventory = (Beginning Inventory $ + Ending Inventory $) / 2

4 Things Retailers 
Must Do to Compete
•   Commit to making data-based decisions
•   Build agility into their mindset
•   React quickly to problems & opportunities 
•   Know their store’s unique value proposition

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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A Framework for 
Determining KPIs

Using a point of sale to track inventory requires retailers to focus on both detail and accuracy 
when adding item data. Being able to create custom fields plays a key role, as fields for things 
like “season,” “style” or whatever other key information applies to their unique vertical will help 
provide a more detailed inventory analysis. The resulting custom reports help retailers identify 
opportunities and issues, including:

•   Dead stock and cash tied up in slow-moving merchandise
•   Low inventory for high-performing stock
•   Out of balance inventory—too much in one channel when there is higher demand in another

Sell-through, freshness and sales performance are three KPIs to use as a starting point for 
inventory assessment.

SELL-THROUGH

This metric is defined as a percentage that compares the amount of inventory a retailer receives 
against what is actually sold within a specific time period.

Sell-through helps assess inventory performance. Depending upon the time period, a low sell-
through percentage—say, less than 30%—might indicate that a price is too high, or the retailer 
overbought and needs to take action to move the merchandise before it becomes even staler. A 
higher percentage, like 80%, in a short time period can indicate a hot trend, too low of a listing 
price or that the buy was too conservative, and they may want to expedite a reorder. 

[ Sell-Through = Units Sold / Initial Units Received x 100 ]

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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FRESHNESS

Fresh merchandise is a key factor in  
customer retention, and it’s important to 
continuously ask:

•   When did you receive it?
•   How much did you receive?
•   How long has it been in store?
•   How much is left?
•   What are strategic next steps based  

on this learning?

SALES PERFORMANCE

People and inventory are a retailer’s biggest 
assets and biggest liabilities. Thus, it’s 
important to understand how effective you 
are in promoting and selling the inventory 
you’ve invested in. These KPIs should assess:

•   Highest and worst performing items, 
categories and vendors

•   Promotion effectiveness 
•   Individual sales performance and staffing

Tip: Calculating sell-
through for brands helps 
retailers build vendor 
scorecards, providing 
necessary date for 
negotiating better pricing 
and terms with vendors.

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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Building the Right Reports

Once retailers have defined the KPIs they’ll measure against, they must invest time into building 
custom reports that hold them and their team accountable daily, weekly, monthly and annually.  
The intelligence gained from these reports is the basis for inventory decisions.

This is where the case for sophisticated software comes into play: Retailers need a platform that is 
able to take all of the collected data, be it product, customer or sales, and analyze it dimensionally 
through custom reports. For instance, Heartland Retail POS allows users to alter, group, sort and 
compare the custom fields most relevant to their business. Point of sales should also be able to 
export and save reports, allowing anyone on the team to access them quickly and easily.

5 POS Software Essentials 
for Effective Inventory 
Management

•   Partial & full inventory counts 
•   Discrepancy reporting 
•   Custom fields
•   Custom reports
•   Order & transfer management

https://www.heartlandretail.us
https://www.heartlandretail.us
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Heartland Retail Reporting

Following are a sample of key reports inventory experts deem as essential to inventory 
management agility. The underlying requirement is that retailers have comparison metrics to 
benchmark against, whether that be a sales plan, merchandise plan, optimal selling period or 
particular date in time. Additionally, we assume that these reports will be run per store/channel 
or holistically, depending on the retail business.

SELL-THROUGH REPORTS

Sell-Through by Style

Why: Allows retailers to understand how well they bought by looking at the 
amount of inventory they receive against what is actually sold over a set 
period of time. Real-time data prompts them to pivot quickly when things 
aren’t selling.

Groups: Vendor, Style Name
Metrics: Net Sales, Sell-Through, Qty on Hand, Cost on Hand
Filters: Last 3 Weeks

Weekly Style and Attribute by Location

Why: Shows out-of-balance inventory and can identify the opportunity  
for a transfer.

Groups: Location, Style Name, Color
Metrics: Sell-Through, Net Sales, Quantity on Hand
Filters: Last Week

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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FRESHNESS REPORTS

Cost on Hand by Season

Why: Cost on hand indicates how much total cash is bound up in inventory; 
when retailers look at this metric by season, they have a bird’s eye view of 
how much out-of-date merchandise they’re sitting on. 

Groups: Category, Season
Metrics: Cost on Hand
Filters: Last Year

Open on PO

Why: Quickly shows what is on order and allows retailers to determine 
whether any order adjustments are needed based on current performance  
or trends. 

Groups: Vendor, Style Name
Metrics: Qty on Hand, Open Qty on PO, Open Cost on PO, Overdue Qty on PO

Filters: Vendor, Date

While it may vary by industry, the 
likelihood of selling winter merchandise 
for profit come spring is next to zero.

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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SALES PERFORMANCE REPORTS

Vendor Performance

Why: Serves as a powerful tool to critically understand which brands a retailer 
should go deeper in versus drop. By holding vendors accountable, it also 
makes for a fantastic negotiating tool—at buys, but also once the product is 
already on the floor. If their product isn’t moving, the report should be shared 
with the vendor; they may be willing to accept a return-to-vendor (RTV) or 
swap, or offer a better discount on a future order.

Groups: Vendor
Metrics: Net Sales, Net Qty Sold, Sell-Through, Gross Margin %
Filters: Last 12 Months

Gross Margin by Category and Style

Why: Quickly shows which category and style are performing best and helps 
with future buying decisions. 

Groups: Category, Vendor, Style
Metrics: Gross Margin

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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Correcting the Course

As retailers begin a regular reporting cadence, the key is to act on the data quickly. Retailers 
often resort to markdowns as the default mechanism for moving merchandise, but that can kill 
margin. It’s important to consider the data and evaluate all the different ways to handle under-
performing inventory.

Agility and responsiveness 
are directly tied to profitability. 

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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5 Techniques for Moving Inventory

Transfers

When a retail business has multiple channels 
or stores, it’s crucial to understand how 
inventory performs at each and act accordingly. 
Leveraging a POS system’s ability to initiate 
transfer requests between channels ensures 
that stores stay balanced and well stocked. 

Remerchandising

Merchandising is an often overlooked 
mechanism for keeping a store fresh and 
tricking customers into thinking older products 
are actually new. By using data to understand 
behaviors, retailers can see, for instance, 
what merchandise they buy in tandem and 
then act to co-locate. People respond to fresh, 
stimulating experiences, and with a brand’s 
best customers coming in multiple times over 
a given season, moving items around, as well 
as grouping them around a theme or telling a 
story, can all be highly effective.

Pop-up or event

Without another store or online channel to 
move inventory, a pop-up shop is a creative 
way to gain exposure. Depending on the 
clientele in question, outdoor markets, holiday 
bazaars, hotels, salons or fitness studios can all 
be effective outlets.

Another option is to engage vendors for in-
store events, like trunk shows. In turn for the 
extra exposure, the vendor may be willing to 
offer a free gift with purchase or additional  
perk to incentivize sales. 

Renegotiate with vendors

Retailers who have data have proof, and 
the smart ones use it. They can analyze 
everything from their traffic and conversion 
rate to sell-though for each of their brands. 
Armed with this data, they can push vendors 
for better terms, margin or pricing and 
request exchanges and returns when an item 
or brand is not meeting expectations.

Markdowns

While they are a quick way to improve 
inventory turnover, create cash, keep fresh 
goods flowing and correct buying mistakes, 
markdowns should solve problems—not 
create new ones. It’s critical for retailers to 
calculate just how much of a hit their margin 
is going to take once it’s stickered with a sale 
price. According to Weiss, “a 2% reduction 
in markdowns adds almost a 1% increase to 
your profit.”

https://www.heartlandretail.us
https://www.heartlandretail.us/multi-store-pos-software
https://www.heartlandretail.us/multi-store-pos-software
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The Upshot

Data is king for survival in today’s retail climate, and when it comes to inventory management, 
it can be the difference between profitability versus barely keeping the lights on. Retailers who 
are rigorous in their approach to inventory management, collect data through a modern POS 
and respond quickly and decisively to the data they glean, will be the ultimate winners. Why? 
They are in control. They understand their customers deeply and empower their teams to meet 
any challenge or opportunity that comes their way—quickly.

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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Case Study: Resort Retail Group 

Every day is a week, every week is a month.

That’s the motto, motivation and reality of Resort Retail Group, owners and operators of three 
Southern Tide signature stores, all perched in resort areas where the population in single towns 
swells from 11,000 to 60,000 in the summer. Though open for nine months of the year, Southern 
Tide’s peak is a mere 12 weeks, meaning they have to be fully stocked and optimized by Memorial 
Day and depleted by Labor Day. 

Growth and profitability are directly tied to management’s 
ability to be agile and proactive during a highly compact 
selling season. That, mixed with lofty sales plans, thousands 
of SKUs and a constant rotation of fresh vacationers, forces 
the team to bring their A-game every single day—on the 
floor, but especially behind the scenes.

Resort Retail Group uses Heartland Retail inventory data and reporting daily to monitor inventory 
across all channels; transfers are initiated weekly to ensure inventory is balanced across the three 
locations, and the buyers place reorders weekly per the current performance. Likewise, the team 
uses the software to identify slow sellers and work with vendors to coordinate returns and/or 
swaps to ensure that they are not sitting on stale inventory. Detailed inventory reports also help 
RRG plan effective flash sales that liquidate product and clear space for their most popular sellers.

The off season is spent at trade shows, where orders 
are written based on POS data tracking the previous 
year’s performance and inventory levels. The buyers 
don’t leave home without their mobile POS system, 
so they are able to reference that data in real time. 
Having such at their fingertips gives them the power 
to negotiate better discounts and terms with vendors.

There may be no category of entrepreneurs more 
subservient to strong inventory management than that 
of seasonal retailers, and with an annual sales plan 
reliant on a single season, real-time data is everything.

https://www.heartlandretail.us
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End-to-end Retail Management Platform

- Cloud-based Point of Sale 
Serve customers quickly and efficiently 
with a mobile, easy-to-use POS 

- Multi-channel Inventory  
Management 
Manage inventory efficiently and  
in real time while boosting margin 
and sell-through 

- Customer Management 
Engage every customer personally 
through data-rich clienteling dashboards

- Order Management 
Facilitate cross-channel sales  
quickly and accurately 

- Purchasing & Receiving 
Empower buyers with the data and  
tools to land the right products, at the 
right time, for the right price

- Real-time Metrics & Reporting 
Gain a competitive advantage with  
data-driven insight

Powerful, flexible,  
omnichannel point of sale

Heartland Retail is a cloud-based commerce 
platform purpose-built for retailers. 

Designed by retail veterans with over 100 
years of collective experience, the software 
provides merchants with better control 
over sales and profitability by placing 
actionable real-time data in the hands 
of every person who needs it, from the 
C-Suite to the store floor. 

With inventory management, unparalleled 
custom reporting and portability across 
platforms and devices, Heartland Retail is 
easy to use, quick to start and applauded 
by its users for making their jobs easier.

Learn More or  
Take a Free Test Drive

https://www.heartlandretail.us
https://www.heartlandretail.us/tour-choice
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